
Chapter 2 

CINEMICROGRAPHY 

The Argument 

The taking of successful films through the microscope requires considerable 

equipment, a thorough knowledge of photography and of microscopy, and a 

flair for technique. The choice of film format, the support, types of cine cam-

eras, microscopes and their special requirements, such as the observation eye-

piece, the demands of illumination, and the various kinds of time-lapse mecha-

nisms, are described here, and various solutions are compared. The need for 

scientific analysis of the completed film, particularly by means of frame-analysis, 

is stressed, and cinemicrography with the electron microscope is considered. 

Newcomers to the technique of cinemicrography are well advised to study 

the experience of others, as the fundamental principles of the technique have 

remained unchanged since they were first described by Marey (903) in 1894. 

Yet relatively few scientists have made the fullest use of this powerful research 

tool. The difficulties are not underestimated, but it is hoped that a fuller under-

standing of the technique may induce others to follow the methods described. 

Introduction 

H I S T O R I C A L 

Attempts to preserve the microscopic image on paper date back to the be-

ginning of the 18th century, and such pioneers as Gleichen de Rosswurm, Leder-

müller, and Lieberkühn are connected with these early attempts to project the 

image and to trace it. That no very satisfactory method of doing this, even with 

the aid of the camera lucida, had been found can be deduced from Hogg's ( 621 ) 

book on the microscope, published as late as 1854. 

Only the invention of photography finally made possible the realization of 

this ambition. The names of Wedgewood, Davy, Fox-Talbot, and Daguerre are 

linked with experiments to obtain a permanent image through the microscope. 

The first success could be claimed by Dancer in Manchester in 1839 and by 

Donné in Paris in 1840; both used a Daguerrotype plate. Belin (132) , Stevens 

(1292) , and Luther (858) , among others, have given detailed accounts of the 
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early days of photomicrography and should be consulted for further information. 

The precise date of the first moving pictures taken through the microscope 

is not recorded, but in Marey's (903) book Le Mouvement, published in 1894, 

a whole chapter was already devoted to the description of his chronophoto-

graphic microscopy. The first extensive use of cinemicrography, as cinematog-

raphy through the microscope is now called, was due to Comandon (289) and 

Mile. Chevreton (263) in 1910. In spite of many advances in cameras, micro-

scopes and photographic emulsions, Comandon's original equipment gave results 

in 1909 which have rarely been excelled (see Fig. 28 ) . Their early work 

aroused considerable interest but the inherent difficulties prevented a rapid spread 

of its use, and it is only sometime later that more general applications were re-

ported in the literature (21 ) . 

A D V A N T A G E S A N D L I M I T A T I O N S O F C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y 

The major part of our knowledge in the fields of cytology, histology and 

microbiology was derived in the past from the study of stained and dead tissues. 

The advent of phase contrast microscopy has changed our techniques to such an 

extent that living cells are now easily observable, and, if their movements are 

sufficiently rapid to be visible under the microscope to the observer's eye, then 

cinematography, at the normal frequency of 16 f.p.s. for this kind of scientific 

work, is the most satisfactory way of recording them. The resulting film can be 

studied at leisure and, by using loop-projection or frame-analysis, be submitted 

to the most thorough scientific scrutiny. This in itself is of much service, as but 

one experiment is needed to give the detailed information that would otherwise 

be obtained only by a number of repetitions. 

But the greatest benefit which cinematography can bestow on research is its 

access to a different scale of time: by departing from the normal frequency of 

exposure in the camera, it becomes possible to expand or contract the time scale 

at will. It is the acceleration of biological phenomena by means of this tech-

nique which has, in combination with the microscope, been of such very great 

value to research. A few figures will show the extent to which this compression 

of time is practicable in the course of most applications of cinemicrography. 

Frames per Frames per Frames per T ime of 
Acceleration Second Minute Hour Projection 

1 960 "~5 7,600"^ 60 min. 
2 8 480 28,800 30 min. 

16 1 60 3,600 3.7 min. 
128 0.125 7.5 450 28.0 sec. 
512 - 1.9 112 7.0 sec. 

1024 - - 56 3.5 sec. 

These sample figures are independent of the use of 35- or 16-mm film and are 
based on the projection rate of 16 f.p.s. and on a recording time of 60 minutes. 
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During the whole of this recording time, the fixed substrate will have to be 

kept absolutely immobile and yet will have to breathe and continue their normal 

metabolic functions. The second necessity is the provision of a reliable me-

chanical or electrical apparatus for triggering the camera at the chosen fre-

quency. Since the tissues under the microscope would quickly die if exposed 

continuously for 24 hours to the strong light of the microscope lamp, the same 

apparatus which triggers the camera should turn the light on and off at the same 

rate. The suspension of the microscope and that of the camera should be rigid 

and yet completely independent, so that the inevitable slight vibrations of the 

camera are not transmitted. Where these difficulties have been overcome, some-

times with relatively small expenditure, the results have fully justified the time 

and trouble invested. The following will describe in detail the requirements, the 

instruments and the evaluation of the results of cinemicrography at normal fre-

quency and of time-lapse cinemicrography. 

Choice of Film Format 

The first judgment to be made in the design of cinemicrographic equip-
ment is the choice between the 16-mm or 35-mm film size. On this principal 
decision will depend the type of camera, the structure of the support for it, 
and all other accessories. For research and prolonged scientific investigations, 
the 35-mm format has invariably been chosen for the classic work in this field. 
The 16-mm size, although used by many for important work, has always been 
a secondary choice; it is sometimes advisable, either for financial reasons, both 
initial outlay and running costs, or for easier transportability when a movable 
installation is wanted. The 8- and 9-5-mm sizes may be ruled out completely, 
on account of the smallness of the picture and because of the limited facilities 
which cine cameras of these types have to offer for any critical work. For those 
to whom the judgment of the most suitable film format presents great diffi-
culties, a solution may lie in two recent cameras offering both the 16- and 35-mm 
sizes in the same camera mechanism (see p. 16 and Fig. 7 ) . 

As the 35-mm size has always been the format used for commercial film 
production, it is natural that the cameras constructed for it have been more 
solid, steady, and more thoroughly engineered than those made for 16 mm, the 
original amateur size. In general, 35-mm cameras have been preferred for a 
number of reasons. Their solidity, their extremely steady film transport, locating 
pins, and other mechanical refinements have been considered as the decisive 
factors for research work and will undoubtedly continue to be so, quite apart 
from the fact that for a given magnification a larger field can be recorded. 
Their disadvantages are the high price of the film itself and the necessity for 
an extremely rigid construction for their support. Where these two can be 
overcome, then the larger picture size, 18 X 24 mm compared with 7.5 X 10 
mm for 16-mm film, the absence of grain, and the possibility of making good 
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F I G U R E 7. A L T E R N A T I V E 1 6 - M M A N D 3 5 - M M C A S S E T T E S F O R Z E I S S C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y 

E Q U I P M E N T : 1 9 5 1 ( S E E F I G . 1 6 ) 

On the left is the 35-mm cassette, which contains two useful innovations: The lever 

touching the film supply spool not only registers the amount of film left unexposed, but 

also gives an electric contact on touching the empty core, thereby bringing the whole 

equipment to a standstill automatically. Second, just above the 35-mm gate, lying on the 

table, a 4 5 ° prism built into the cassette may be seen. This has the dual function of per-

mitting direct focusing onto the back of the film during a run and, when a developed film 

is threaded into the cassette, of allowing the illumination and inspection of single pictures, 

a valuable adjunct for frame-analysis. 

Courtesy of K . Michel, Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany. 

photographic enlargements from a 35-mm negative speak strongly in their 
favor. The recent introduction of noninflammable 35-mm film has surmounted 
the danger associated with its use, and 35-mm color film is now also available. 
The intensity of illumination demanded by color cinemicrography, however, is 
so great that it has so far been used only for general documentary purposes, 
where the preservation of the biological specimen is of secondary importance. 
When higher sensitivity of the color film emulsions becomes available in the 
future, it will prove useful for many, more scientific, applications. 

Support For Microscope and Camera 
Basically the camera and the microscope should be placed in such a position 

that the rays of light leaving the eyepiece of the microscope fall onto the film 
in the camera. Theoretically the arrangement can be either in the horizontal or 
the vertical plane, but as it may be necessary to work with liquids under the 
microscope, the camera is normally suspended vertically above or below it. 
Placing the camera below the microscope has the advantage that containers 
such as Petri dishes and Carrel flasks can be used and their contents filmed. 
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There should be no physical contact between the two instruments, because of 
inevitable vibrations of the camera; but the scaffold for the camera should allow 
for its vertical movement, so that it can easily be set for various working heights. 
It may be a good scheme, when planning a permanent installation, to counter-
weight the camera so that it can be moved without too much effort. Great 
rigidity is required from the stand to prevent any changes in the relative position 
of the camera and the microscope, once their optical axes have been aligned. 
The solution of these needs has been variously achieved in light, portable 
equipment, in permanent research installations, and in commercially available 
apparatus. 

9.5- A N D 16-MM. I N S T A L L A T I O N S 

As the weight of the average camera of this type does not exceed the order 
of about 5 kg, it has been possible to mount the camera over the microscope on 
relatively slender supports. One of the earliest users of substandard film for 
cinemicrography was probably Kündig (765 ) in Bern, who in 1925 used 9-5-mm 
Pathé reversal film in a small amateur camera, suspended by a simple stand over 
a microscope. The only other user of 9-5-mm film was Scheminzky (1193, 
1194) in 1928, who also employed a hand-cranked Pathé camera. 

The earliest use of the 16-mm format for cinemicrography is probably that 
recorded by C. Tuttle (1366) in 1927, using a horizontal stand for a Kodak cine 
camera, and a microscope on a table. Other early work in this field can be 
mentioned only briefly here but contains hints, still useful today, for the con-
struction of light equipment. The simplest was perhaps the one mentioned by 
H. B. Tuttle (1369) for low-power work. A stand from a photographic en-
larger was modified by removing the enlarger-head and substituting a boss for 
the cine camera. In conjunction with Bayne Jones, C. Tuttle (1367) described 
in 1927 a horizontal stand for the Cine Kodak A, based on three vertical rods 
sliding up and down in three tubular supports. A very similar stand was de-
scribed by Rosenberger (1164) in 1929, and a further development of this 
horizontal type of platform was mentioned by Roger (1155) in 1935. Tröthandl 
(1362) , working in Vienna, published a description of his equipment in 1931; 
he used a bracket let into the wall and his camera was supported from it di-
rectly over the microscope. Two commercial 16-mm cinemicrographic installa-
tions appeared on the market at that time, the one by Siemens and the other by 
Zeiss (661, 1229). The Siemens apparatus differed little from a stand for a 
photographic enlarger, and Zeiss, using a Movikon cine camera, employed their 
universal microscope camera stand. 

A simple wooden stand for a 16-mm camera, straddling the microscope and 
the optical bench, was described by Dent (346) in 1939. Pijper (1070) gave 
the first details of his own classic installations in 1940. A small steel scaffolding 
was constructed of four vertical rods and suitable cross-members, all welded 
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together. The camera was then mounted on top, with the film in the horizon-
tal plane, the whole being isolated by an antivibration mounting of soft 
rubber from the table on which the microscope was placed. This equipment 
was used by Pijper with a conventional Pointolite lamp, but when sunlight was 
used as a method for illumination (1072) , he employed a horizontal optical 
bench mounted itself on a heavy triangular base. An advantage of this com-
pact assembly was the fact that it could easily be pointed to the beam of sun-
light from his coelostat. Dragesco (362) in 1948 described an interesting and 

F I G U R E 8. D R A G E S C O ' S P O R T A B L E C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y A P P A R A T U S : 1948 

Note the photoelectric cell built into the beam-splitter, which is shown diagrammati-

cally in Fig. 18. A focusing eyepiece is attached to the gate of the E.T.M.P. 16-mm 

camera. 

Courtesy of J . Dragesco, Collège de France, Paris. 

successful cinemicrography apparatus ( see Fig. 8 ) . Its great advantage was its 
lightness and complete mobility. An aluminum base plate supported, through 
antivibration mountings, the microscope, the camera base, the stand for the 
observation eyepiece and the low-voltage lamp. A different installation for 
long-term research purposes was described by him in 1949 (365) . A heavy, 
electrically driven 16-mm camera was supported by wall brackets, and, similarly, 
the platform carrying the microscope, the optical bench for lights, and the ob-
servation eyepiece were all supported by stout brackets from the same wall. 
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At the Strangeways Laboratory, Cambridge, Hughes (636) worked with 

cinemicrography, carrying on the tradition started by Canti (238) in the 1920's. 

While Canti worked with 35 mm, Hughes has preferred to work with 16 mm, 

and the resulting films on cell division were certainly among the best obtained 

in that format. A vertical stand was used for both his camera, an R.A.F. Gun 

Camera, type G 45, and the necessary motordrive. Later equipment, based on 

the Vickers Projection Microscope, was constructed for Hughes by Cooke, 

Trough ton and Simms of York, England. Ballerini and Scandone (100) de-

scribed in 1948 the use of the Italian Galileo Ζ Stand for making 16-mm cinemi-

crographic record and LaRue Sr. (778) reported on his portable installation in 

1952. Cliffe (279) , who described his 16-mm equipment for cinemicrography 

at the Westminster HospitaJ, London, in 1952, used conventional methods for 

the support of camera and microscope. The use of kinematic slides for the 

microscope table represented a definite novelty: Two circular bars were fixed 

horizontally to the base plate and from an intermediate plate, above it, one 

groove rested on one of the bars and a flat metal slide on the other bar. A 

similar set of circular bars was again fixed to the intermediate plate, but at right 

angles to the first set, and from the microscope base itself another groove and 

slide rested on the second set of bars. This arrangement allowed easy forward, 

backward and lateral movements of the microscope relative to the base plate and 

thus permitted perfect alignment of the microscope and camera axis. An ele-

gant and simple equipment was installed by Frederic (454) at the University 

of Liege in Belgium (see Fig. 9 ) . 

To sum up, for a permanent 16-mm installation one or two light tubular 

supports for the camera and a stout table for the microscope are the best. The 

tube may well be fastened to the wall and need not exceed 5 cm (2 inches) in 

diameter and 60 cm (2 feet) in length; a sliding base on the tubes should allow 

for the vertical movement of the camera. The support of the microscope, either 

on a table or on the wall, should consist of a strong plate attachable to the base 

of the microscope itself, a rubber intermediate, and again a larger base on the 

table itself. Kinematic slides may well be adopted. Such equipment is of 

course of a permanent nature, but if a traveling installation is required, Dra-

gesco's (362) model or LaRue's (778) installation might well be closely 

followed. 

35 M M I N S T A L L A T I O N S 

The whole approach to 35-mm cinemicrography has in the past been of an 
entirely different nature to 16-mm work, although the same fundamental prin-
ciples apply which have been discussed above. It is often an advantage to ob-
tain a single photograph at a critical point, and this can be obtained either by 
attaching a small 35-mm photographic camera to the beam-splitter assembly, or 
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F I G U R E 9. F R E D E R I C ' S D O U B L E I N S T A L L A T I O N : 1952 

The 16-mm cameras, a Paillard Bolex on the left and a Cine K o d a k Special on the 

right, are mounted on simple stands over their microscopes, which are enclosed in thermo-

statically controlled incubators. The one-turn-clutch for the Kodak camera is shown in Fig. 

21; note the universal-jointed drive connecting it with the camera. 

Courtesy of J . Frederic, Université de Liege, Belgium. 

by arranging the cine camera in such a way that it can be swung aside and a 
photographic camera be substituted. If this latter solution is adopted, great 
attention will have to be paid to the accurate realignment of the cine camera 
with the microscope, so that precisely the same field is recorded when filming is 
continued. In all installations, great care must be taken that the optical axes of 
the camera and the microscope are in a truly continuous line, and this has usually 
been achieved by an extremely heavy construction of the supporting members 
of the installation. It is the author's opinion that rigidity has in the past been 
obtained by sheer weight, and not by a scrupulous attention to the mechanical 
principles underlying rigidity (see p. 4 8 ) . The extremely heavy weight of 
concrete and cast iron supports of the majority of installations has necessitated 
in turn very elaborate and strong antivibration mountings, which, on account of 
the weight they had to support, had themselves to be heavy and hence insensi-
tive to the relatively high frequencies of a running cine camera, the primary 
cause of any vibrations. Provided there is no physical contact between camera 
and microscope, and provided the microscope is completely isolated from its 
support by antivibration mountings, then the lightest camera support which will 
ensure absolute rigidity and alignment of optical axes will prove satisfactory. 

Undoubtedly the first use of a cine camera in conjunction with a microscope 
was devised by Marey (903) in 1894. He described his equipment and his 
camera—which actually used film wider than 35 mm—mentioned the difficulties 
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he had to contend with, the results he obtained, reproduced a sample of them, 

and finally sketched further applications of the method which he foretold would 

produce important results (see Fig. 10) . 

F I G U R E 10. M A R E Y ' S C H R O N O P H O T O G R A P H I C M I C R O S C O P E : 1894 

The first description of this equipment was published in 1894; the actual camera (see 

Fig. 1 ) is not shown in this illustration and was attached to the extreme right of the 

apparatus. The illumination was provided by the Sun. 

a Shaft for rotating shutter between stage and coelostat. 

Β Coarse adjustment for the stage. 

c Field lens for focusing solar image onto preparation. 

mv Fine adjustment for stage. 

Ο Microscope objective. 

ρ Stage for microscope preparation. 

Ρ Adjustment for prism of beam-splitter. 

From E. J . Marey, Le Mouvement, G. Masson, Paris, 1894. 

Weiss (1436) , a Swiss biologist working at the Faculty of Medicine in 

Paris, was the first who realized the truth of Marey's prophesy, and in 1896 he 

published a note on his work on muscle fibers; he undoubtedly used Marey's 

own equipment for this research and obtained with it a frequency of 20 to 40 

f.p.s. Comandon (289) , a French pioneer of cinemicrography, used for his 

early work a camera made by Pathé Frères and a Zeiss microscope ( see Fig. 11) . 

At the same time that Comandon began his work, Mile. Chevreton (263 ) started 

hers at the College de France, where in 1909 she was using a chronophotograph, 

probably a later copy of Marey's original camera. An optical bench supported 
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F I G U R E 11. C O M A N D O N ' S H O R I Z O N T A L I N S T A L L A T I O N : 1908 

This equipment is representative of the first period of cinemicrography, before World 

War I. The extremely simple approach led to excellent results, for example records of bac-

teria, reproduced in Fig. 28. The direct shaft, coupling the camera shutter with the light 

shutter, should be noted, as well as the focusing eyepiece at the rear of the Pathé 35-mm 

camera. 

Courtesy of J . Comandon, Institut Pasteur, Paris. 

the microscope and the lighting train, while the chronophotograph was attached 

to a vertical stand above the eyepiece of the microscope. To the same his-

torical group of early French cinemicrographers belongs Bull (224) , who 

worked at the Institute founded by Marey and who described his apparatus in 

I913. Three separate oak tables were fixed to the wall, one for the carbon arc, 

one for the microscope and the third for the cine camera, all being independent 

of one another and at different levels. By this time it was found worthwhile to 

offer the first commercial cinemicrographic installation, Ernemann's which was 

described by Wychgram (1259, 1470) in 1911. Two models were available, 

a horizontal and a vertical one; in both cases the camera was driven electrically 

from a small motor on the floor, and the starting of this motor was controlled by 

a footswitch; the transmission of the drive was through a long endless belt. 

Quite a number of biologists and medical scientists employed cinemicro-

graphy before World War I, such as Kutner (768) and Reicher ( 1 1 3 6 ) in 

Berlin, Sieden topf in Jena, Riess (1148) in Basel, Sommerfeld in Aachen, and 

Scheffer ( 1 1 9 2 ) , who used a Zeiss installation with darkground illumination 

in Berlin in 1910. It is impossible to do justice to all the early workers in this 

field, as their work has not always been reported in the literature. So, for ex-

ample, cinemicrography was used at the New York Institute of Photography 

(555) in I92O to record the growth of bacteria, but all that has apparently 

survived is an illustration of the equipment. 

In I923, Oelze (1019) employed simple and highly successful equipment, 

to judge from the reproduction of his films. A vertical column carried both 
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the microscope and the camera, and heavy felt was used as antivibration mount-
ing throughout. Four years later, François-Franck (447) described an installa-
tion in which the components were mounted in the same manner as in the 
earlier equipment of Chevreton (263) . A 1927 Askania (476) installation 
with a vertical stand and a hand-cranked camera, and Kuhl's (754) original 
table equipment, also with a hand-cranked camera, conclude this, the first period 
of cinemicrographic installations. They were characterized by lightness, their 
supports being mostly constructed from wood, and by simplicity; their dis-
advantages must have been the support of microscope and cine camera, and 
often, as well, the source of illumination, on separate tables, making optical 
alignment extremely difficult. The results achieved with this light and simple 
equipment have been of such excellence, however, that it can only be wondered 
why the second period is marked by the extreme heaviness of its installations. 

Comandon's (293) new installation was typical of this trend and was com-
pleted about 1930 (see Fig. 12) . A concrete block, 2 X 3 X 3 m (about 
6 X 9 X 9 ft.) was let into the ground. On it rested the very heavy and 
solid vertical iron column which supported the G. V. Debrie camera. The 
microscope was placed on a small table which was hung from the beams of 
the ceiling by means of four metal tubes, damped from vibrations by thick 
layers of cork. Complete elimination of any vibration was achieved by this 
method. A general survey of Comandon's work has been given by Kazeef (716) 
and has been translated into English. The second of these heavy research installa-
tions was the commercially available equipment of Askania, designed by Höfer 
(617) and brought onto the market in 1931. A very solid vertical column was 
constructed in such a way that two cine cameras could be worked from it simul-
taneously, both being counterweighted. The microscope was mounted inde-
pendently on another heavy cast iron plinth, again isolated from the floor by 
antivibration mountings. It contained a built-in low-voltage lamp which could 
be used for low magnifications and for focusing purposes; the chief source of 
illumination, an arc, was mounted on a separate optical bench securely fixed to 
the floor. Further refinements of this equipment will be considered below. 

Additional commercial equipment available at the time was marketed by 
Leitz (467) based on their Panphot stand, which was also advertised for 16-mm 
cinemicrography in 1937. This 35-mm equipment was a development of Kuhl's 
original table installation, the main drawback of which was the hand-cranking 
of the Mifilmca camera. Kuhl stated that his maximum frequency was 13 frames 
per minute in time-lapse, which led him to abandon this installation. Kuhl 
(759) developed from 1939 onward improved equipment with all the necessary 
accessories for time-lapse, frame-analysis, and mounting of specimen; this he 
described minutely in 1949. In this later equipment, camera, microscope, and 
their necessary supports were joined to a massive oaken base plate and this in 
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F I G U R E 12. C O M A N D O N ' S V E R T I C A L I N S T A L L A T I O N : 1930 

Typical of the equipment constructed between 1920 and 1940, this apparatus was 

charactemed by its extreme solidity and heaviness. The Debrie Grand Vitesse 35-mm 

camera, shown in closeup, was mounted on a vertical lathe bed on which it could be raised 

and lowered by a hand wheel; the vertical shaft on the left provided its driving power 

and was coupled mechanically to the rotating light sector-shutter. The electric light bulb 

at the top righthand corner of the camera provided the illumination for a transparent 

chronometer, whose dial was recorded on each frame. Note the four white rods, which, 

slung from the ceiling, supported the microscope base. 

Courtesy of J . Comandon, Institut Pasteur, Paris. 

turn rested on a six-legged table. The camera itself was supported by a single 

steel column fixed to the base plate, and surrounding and strengthening it, was 

a steel scaffolding that carried a number of the auxiliary items. Through this 

construction Kuhl had achieved a very rigid and steady, yet easily dismountable, 

apparatus. This principal, single vertical column, strengthened by a surround-

ing scaffold, should prove rigid enough for almost any installation and yet light. 
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American 35 mm equipment of this period may well be represented by 

Wyckoff and Langsdin's (1475) unit installed at the Rockefeller Institute for 

Medical Research in New York and reported in 1933. A stone-topped table, 

insulated from the floor, carried the cine camera, supported by a tubular scaf-

folding in a horizontal position above the vertical microscope. The scaffolding, 

part of which acted as the optical bench for the light and for the microscope, 

was itself mounted on rubber pads on the table, and all the vibrations from 

the motors were absorbed by similar rubber cushions. Another American 

installation was described in 1935 by Roger (1155) , who was working in col-

laboration with A. Carrel on tissue cultures. Independent mounting of the 

microscope and optical bench was used, and a vertical column carried the 

camera. Vibration absorbers were used throughout. Rosenberger (1164) pub-

lished some details of what he called a "micro cinema machine," also used at 

the Rockefeller Institute in New York. Its design was conventional, a horizontal 

optical bench carrying the lighting train and the microscope, with a vertical 

stand supporting the camera. An instrument made for the Kodak Research 

Laboratories in Rochester, New York, was described by Loveland (839) in 

1932. The conventional components were employed, but an extremely heavy 

and by no means recommended camera support was devised. Canti's installation 

at Cambridge which also belongs to this period, will be reviewed below (see 

p. 75) . The second period of cinemicrography equipment ended with the 

outbreak of World War II. Apparently little if any new work was done during 

the war, and no new 35-mm equipment was described until a few years after 

the end of the war. 

Probably the first of the new installations was completed by Weston ( 1447 ) 

of S.I.M.P.L. in London. His design was unconventional and of an extremely 

solid and again heavy nature. A large concrete plinth was constructed, like a 

writing desk in shape (see Fig. 13) . Blanc-Brude (159) , working in conjunc-

tion with Dragesco, published a description of his highly successful equipment 

in I949. A wall plate contained a slide on which an Eclair Caméflex camera 

was rigidly mounted. The microscope was on a small horizontal bench below, 

also fixed to the wall, and suitable antivibration mounts were interposed be-

tween the bench and the microscope base. The lamp was placed on a still 

lower level so that it shone straight into the microscope condenser through a 

hole in the bench. This set-up combined extreme rigidity, freedom from vibra-

tion and simplicity in construction. Michaelis constructed a very light and 

completely transportable equipment for 35-mm cinemicrography. A photograph 

of it was published in 1950 (937) . He also used an Eclair Caméflex, as its 

light weight allowed him to keep the dimensions of the support to the absolute 

minimum. The standard tripod of the Caméflex camera, with its easily 

detachable head, was utilized. The bottom of a square dural bar was 
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F I G U R E 13. W E S T O N ' S A P P A R A T U S : 1951 

This installation was characterized by its flexibility and is shown with a Debrie Parvo 

35-mm camera. Noteworthy are the antivibration mountings under the microscope base 

and under the Η-shaped camera support girder. The small electric motor on top of the 

vertical camera support was used to raise and lower the camera; the other motor on the 

left operated the camera through a one-turn-clutch (see Fig. 2 1 ) . The time-lapse control 

gear (see Fig. 2 0 ) is not shown here. A Perspex incubator, thermostatically controlled, 

enclosed the microscope. 

Courtesy of R. McV. Weston, S.I.M.P.L., Lambeth, London. 

jointed by three solid rods to the three legs of the tripod, and the whole 
placed on any stout table and separated from it by antivibration mountings. 
The microscope, standing between two legs of the tripod, was similarly 
mounted on antivibration rubber, and the two optical axes were aligned by 
leveling screws on the microscope base and by alteration of the length of the 
tripod legs. The results obtained with this equipment justified his opinion that 
the heaviness of most 35-mm installations was unnecessary, provided every 
possible care was taken to eliminate vibrations and physical contact between 
camera and microscope (see Fig. 14) . 

One of the most comprehensive 35-mm installations ever completed for 

cinemicrography was described in 1943 by Earle and Crisp (378) of the 
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The camera support was based on the tripod of the Caméflex camera, seen joined 

through a beam-splitter (see Fig. 1 9 ) to the microscope. The tripod head was removed 

and a vertical dural bar substituted, attached to the tripod at the top and the bottom; for 

transport, both the tripod and the links of the bar could be easily folded. A microscope-

leveling base, mouned on antivibration supports similar to those under the tripod legs, was 

added later. 

United States Public Health Service. A twin unit for two microscopes and 

cameras was constructed, and was enlarged in 1953 and made into a triple 

installation (see Fig. 15) . This special design was required for their work on 

carcinogens, since control experiments had to be carried out simultaneously. 

Two Model D Universal 35-mm cameras and their time-lapse drives were held 

stationary in the vertical plane, and the microscope assemblies were moved 

vertically on parallel lathe beds. Two observation eyepieces, and separate clock 

images on each frame, were employed. To follow the changing positions of the 

cells, the camera assemblies were movable in the horizontal plane, either man-

ually or automatically. In the triple unit, Bell and Howell 35-mm studio cameras 

replaced the Universals, but in most other details few changes were made. The 

extremely thorough engineering approach to the mounting, the automatic 

movements of the cameras, the time-lapse drive units and all the other auxiliary 

equipment, were a very great credit to their authors, whose original publications 

should be consulted for the interesting details. 
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F I G U R E 15. E A R L E ' S T R I P L E I N S T A L L A T I O N : 1953 

The three Bell and Howell 35-mm studio cameras were mounted below the microscopes, 

enclosed in the horizontal incubator box; this could be raised and lowered electrically. 

Recording thermometers are shown on the right, and the electrical control panel on the 

left. Each camera, mounted on a tool carriage, could be locked individually onto the 

screw-cutting worm of the horizontal lathe bed and carried across the microscope field 

automatically by a predetermined number of thousands of an inch at each revolution of 

the camera shutter. 

Courtesy of W . R. Earle and the Photographic Research Section, National Institutes of 

Health, U.S.A. 

Undoubtedly the best commercially available cinemicrographic equipment 
so far constructed was described by Michel (943) of Zeiss Winkel in 1951. 
A rigid vertical triangular stand supported a cine camera of novel design and 
a beam-splitting device of unusually comprehensive function. Two alternative 
sources of illumination, a low-voltage filament and a high-pressure mercury 
vapor lamp, were built into the stand, and the time-lapse frequency could be 
varied from one frame per hour to 24 f.p.s. by a simple changing of a control 
button. In 1953, a second version of the equipment, with microscope above 
the cine camera, became also available. The cost of both equipments will be 
cheap when it is weighed against the many hours of development work 
spent on designing an ad hoc installation which may fall short of all the advan-
tages offered by this commercial installation (see Fig. 16) . 

To sum up, then, the various methods of support for 35-mm installations, 
in addition to those given above for 16-mm cinemicrography. The very first 
units for this type of work were simple and used wooden tables or benches, 
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often fixed to the wall. This should still prove useful for an installation that is 
required only for a relatively brief investigation, and where the trouble of align-
ing the components is willingly borne. For a more permanent setup, a vertical 
column should be employed to carry the camera, and this may well be based on 
a stout table but separated from it by antivibration mountings. Triangular 
supports from the top of the column to the table, or its fixation by means of a 

F I G U R E 16. Z E I S S C I N E M I C R O G R A P H I C E Q U I P M E N T : 1951 

The cine camera of special design is housed in the upper cylindrical structure, the 

front part of which is made up by the alternative 16-mm or 35-mm cassettes (see Fig. 

7 ) . The control panel directly behind the microscope is noteworthy; it contains four 

signal lamps of different colors, which indicate the correct functioning of the equipment; 

for example, the flashing of a red lamp means the film in the cassette is exhausted. Note 

the footswitch for starting the camera, and the beam-splitter with built-in photoelectric 

cell. The lamp housing for the 12-v, 8-amp tungsten lamp can be seen at the back of 

the stand. 

Courtesy of K . Michel, Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany. 
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surrounding scaffolding, should provide all the necessary rigidity which may 

be required. Kuhl's solution appears very admirable for this purpose. A full 

vertical movement of the camera must be provided. If the camera is very heavy, 

then counterweighting could be incorporated, although the balancing of the 

large masses which then become involved will demand a far more heavy vertical 

support, and to stabilize this a heavy base of cast iron or concrete will be 

necessary. The lightness of the 35-mm camera is therefore an important con-

sideration in planning its support and is discussed below. No claim is made 

here of a complete survey of all possible types of camera support, although 

the major fields have been covered. 

Cine Cameras 

When any microscopic work is planned in a research institute, the most 

careful consideration is given to the purchase of the correct type of research-

microscope for the particular investigation. Yet when it comes to the choice 

of a cine camera for cinemicrography a complete change of outlook seems to 

take place. A member of the laboratory staff may perhaps own a small amateur 

camera which he has used during his holidays; or perhaps a friend in the film 

industry is found to have an old model, long ago worn out mechanically, which 

is only too easily sold to someone inexperienced in the field of cine cameras. 

Before it can give satisfactory service for a research installation, extensive over-

hauls and replacements will have to be made, and if the model is out-of-date, 

new parts may have to be made in the workshop of the institute. It cannot be 

stressed enough that at least the same attention which is lavished on the choice 

of a correct microscope should be given to the cine camera, and, if no previous 

knowledge in the use of this instrument is available, then expert advice should 

be sought (see also p. 14) . 

When a camera is to be chosen for cinemicrography, a number of considera-

tions play a part, irrespective of the size of film which is going to be used. The 

most important is the absolute smoothness of running, the greatest possible 

absence of any vibration, and complete steadiness of the film in the gate during 

exposure. If any time-lapse work is to be done, it is essential to have a single 

revolution shaft to which an external drive shaft can be attached. It is not desir-

able to introduce the human element by using the mechanical one-frame release, 

which is fitted to some clockwork-driven 16 mm cameras. Exposures may have 

to be made at the rate of one every 10 second for many hours, and cumulative 

human errors in timing might lead to a completely altered rhythm of movement. 

If continuous recording is required, an electric motor is of the greatest advantage, 

as it allows a foot switch to be fitted. Light weight of the camera is another 

desirable feature, since it allows the whole camera support frame to be con-

structed within manageable proportions. A further consideration is the ease 
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of changing film during a lengthy run, and whenever possible magazine 
loading should be given preference, so that neither the camera nor any of its 
components may have to be removed during the experiment. 

An additional advantage in this work is a camera with an "internal" view-
finder which allows for observation of the field of vision on the back of the 
film itself, or through a reflex viewfinder on the shutter, or through a prism in 
front of the shutter. Such an internal viewfinder may be used alone for general 
guidance in framing and for the adjustment of the observation eyepiece. At 
low camera frequencies, below about 16 f.p.s., the picture will not appear steady 
enough, however, and a beam-splitter must of necessity then be incorporated. 
Before making the final purchase extensive tests should be carried out (see p. 
14) . Many scientists have been disappointed in the results of their cinema-
tographic work just because an unsuitable camera was bought in the first 
place; a practical test would have convinced them easily of the suitability or 
unsuitability of the particular camera. 

16-MM C A M E R A S 

Although the Paillard Bolex is an excellent camera for general scientific 
cinematography, its use in cinemicrography has been very limited. The main rea-
son for this is the impossibility of checking the precise field of view unless the 
complete gate is removed and a special prism and magnifying glass, obtainable 
from the makers, is installed. This can only be done while no film is in the 
camera. This disadvantage may not have deterred a number of amateurs, but 
only Frederic (454) has used it for research. 

Kodak Cameras have been widely employed, and the earliest users of the 
16-mm film, C. Tuttle and Bayne-Jones (1367) worked with the Kodak type A. 
Dent (346) was able to use the later model K, still a very limited camera for 
cinemicrography; a piece of ground glass had to be placed in the plane of the 
film aperture to make focusing possible. The Cine Kodak Special has some 
advantages, however, for this type of work: Continuous speeds from 8 to 64 
f.p.s. are available; a one-frame shaft is fitted as standard; and a small mirror 
can be placed between the shutter and the lens, through which the exact field 
can be viewed while the camera is not running. This camera has been used 
widely, for example by Weston (1447) , Roger (1155) , Forbes (425) , Frederic 
(454) , Tuttle (1369) , and no doubt by many others. A complete time-lapse 
gear is commercially available from Eastman Kodak. 

The Zeiss-Movikon camera has served Pijper (1072) for his work in both 
sunlight and artificial illumination. A one-frame shaft was fitted, and this 
camera was also provided as the standard equipment with the Zeiss Universal 
microscope stand (661, 1229). The French E.T.M.P. 16 mm camera was 
employed by Dragesco (362) in 1948; in construction it differed little from 
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the Zeiss-Movikon, but a later model had a built-in focusing magnifier (365) . 
Other 16-mm cameras may well be used; all the previously described models are 
clockwork-driven, and for certain fields of work an electric motor is preferable. 
Two new reflex-shutter 16-mm models were recently placed on the market: the 
German Arriflex, and the French Caméflex camera. These should be particu-
larly suitable for cinemicrography. The Arriflex and the Caméflex are elec-
trically driven, an added advantage, and large magazines are available. In addi-
tion the Pathé Webo, another French camera, had the advantage of permitting 
viewing through the taking lens while the camera was running, but this was 
achieved by means of a beam-splitter. 

35-MM C A M E R A S 

Among the early models, Marey's (895) chronophotographic apparatus was 
used in combination with a microscope, and many of the solutions which he 
adopted in 1894 are still standard practice today (see Fig. 10) . He focused 
by means of a removable prism placed between the microscope and the camera. 
The only light source powerful enough for this type of work, and available to 
him, was the Sun, and by means of a coelostat and a condenser lens he focused 
sunlight onto his preparation. To avoid the excessive heat generated by this 
type of illumination, he placed a rotating sector between his condenser lens and 
the living organisms on the microscope slide, a practice still used for the same 
reason by many workers in this field. The early Ernemann camera (1470) has 
already been mentioned in connection with the cinemicrographic equipment 
made by the same firm (1259) . Comandon (289) , in his first studies in 1909, 
used a camera made by Pathé Frères; only later did he change to the Debrie 
G.V., which was modified according to his instructions. One of the original 
Lumière cameras was employed for cinemicrography by Riess (1148) . All 
these cameras are only of historical interest now and have long been superseded. 

Although the ordinary Debrie Parvo model made by this French firm was 
eminently suitable for cinemicrography, it was the special high-speed camera, the 
Grande Vitesse, which was selected by Comandon (293) . A marked disad-
vantage of the Parvo, shared with the Askania Z, was the fact that the front of 
the camera had to be lifted to allow a change of magazines. The Debrie high-
speed camera was constructed to give a maximum speed of 250 f.p.s. at an expo-
sure time of 1/500 sec. per frame. The camera mechanism was of the standard 
type, and a pair of claws moved the film intermittently through the gate while 
locating pins held the film stationary during exposure. The modification intro-
duced by André Debrie for Comandon consisted of an additional cam movement 
which suppressed three out of every four claw movements and thereby length-
ened the exposure time for each frame considerably. The advantage of this 
modified camera was that the time for the movement of the film from frame to 
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frame was reduced to only a fraction of that of any normal camera, only 1/10 to 

be precise; it allowed a longer exposure for a given frequency of the camera. 

Beyer (151) has described the latest model developed by Debrie, the Super 

Parvo, equipped with a mirror reflex viewfinder mounted on the shutter. It 

might prove acceptable for a large permanent research installation. The Ger-

man Askania Z, closely inspired by the French Debrie Parvo, has been used 

extensively by German workers in cinemicrography; its use has been fully 

described by Kuhl (759) and by Höf er (617) . The high-speed camera made 

by this firm was effectively employed by Storch (1301) ; its maximum fre-

quency was 120 f.p.s., and by suitable reduction of the shutter opening the expo-

sure time could be reduced to 1 /3600 second. 

Two occasions on which the Eclair Caméflex camera, marketed in 1950, was 
used for cinemicrography have so far been reported, by Blanc-Brude (159) and 
by Michaelis (937) . Its advantages were the reflex-shutter viewfinder and its 
very light weight, which made it eminently suitable for a portable installation. 
Its design was inspired by the German 35-mm Arriflex, which was first described 
in 1937 ( 2 8 ) , and was the first camera with this special type of viewfinder. For 
cinemicrography this has been of great value in checking the field of the obser-
vation eyepiece, especially if the ground glass of the camera viewfinder was 
removed. Another great advantage of the Caméflex was the extremely easy 
change of the magazine during running. The latest model was of a dual nature: 
both 16 mm and 35 mm could be used alternatively; it was described by Beyer 
(152) in 1951. This was, of course, a very marked advance in the whole field 
of cine camera construction, and the change from one format to the other could 
be effected by substituting another gate and a different magazine. The similar 
duality of the Zeiss microinstallation (943) has been noted above. It can be 
envisaged that all trial runs in future will be carried out on 16 mm, to reduce 
costs and to give a preliminary indication of the results to be expected. When 
both the biological and the einemicrographic techniques have been solved, a 
single run of 35 mm will produce the final results for evaluation by frame-
analysis. 

A considerable variety of other 35-mm cameras has been used for cinemi-
crography by different workers. For example, the American Universal Camera 
has been employed by Loveland (839) , Lewis (814) , and Earle (378) . Love-
land criticized this camera in his paper because of its considerable vibrations; 
he had to clamp it rigidly with iron angles to overcome this defect. Earle may 
have found it faulty for the same reason, because he changed later to Bell and 
Howell Studio cameras (see p. 4 9 ) . Canti (238) used a Williamson and 
Patten and Cramer (1044) , a Moy camera. Richards (1143) used a Victor, 
which had to be removed from the stand to change the film; this should, of 
course, be rigorously avoided. 
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H I G H - S P E E D C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y 

The limitations of cinemicrography are often given by the necessarily short 

exposure times, 1/32 at normal camera frequency, and the difficulties of obtain-

ing a sufficient intensity of illumination. High-speed cinematography has its 

own even more rigid limits, again set by available lamps and the shortness of 

the exposure times, ranging for common cameras of this type from 1/500 to 

1/15,000 second. The only solution then to the combination of these two tech-

niques, very rarely achieved in practice, has been the use of the most powerful 

sources of illumination and the shortening of the optical path to its minimum, 

to avoid any losses of light between the slide and the film. The heat generated 

by the lamps can generally be removed by suitable filters (see p. 90 ) . Only 

those installations are reviewed in this volume which have been employed in 

biological research; others, occurring in physics and engineering, will be found 

in Volume II. 

Great credit must go to Athanasiu (83 ) , who published in 1905 excellent 

reproductions of the ciliary movements of the gills of a clam. High-speed cine-

matography of 140 f.p.s. through a microscope was employed, using as camera 

a modification of one of Marey's original chambres chronophotographiques; 

Storch (1301) working in Vienna in 1929, was the next to attach an Askania 

high-speed camera (120 f.p.s.) to a microscope. The camera was securely 

mounted on a wall bracket and, through an intermediary swivel joint, could be 

swung over the microscope, mounted on an optical bench of conventional design. 

Powerful arc lamps were employed as source of illumination by both Athanasiu 

and Storch. 

Harvey and Loomis (585) began their investigations of the influence of 

supersonic vibrations on living cells with a camera frequency of 128 f.p.s., but 

found it insufficient. A special drum-type high-speed camera was therefore 

constructed, with a revolving prism, 40 rev/sec, mounted above the microscope 

objective. A mercury vapor discharge lamp, synchronized with this prism, pro-

vided the illumination of about one microsecond per frame, at a frequency of 

1200 f.p.s. The next use was by Bresslau (191) in 1933. A Zeiss Zeitlupe 

Model 2, was employed as cine camera at a frequency of up to 1,000 f.p.s. A 

very large arc lamp, over 100 amp, provided the illumination, and its light was 

projected through filters and cooling cells onto the mirror of a vertical micro-

scope. Specially corrected objectives, but no oculars, and additional lenses in 

front of the high-speed camera, completed the optical train of this installation. 

Apparently only one further example of high-speed cinemicrography has been 

described in detail in the biological sciences, that of Jennison and Bunker (693) 

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. An Edgerton camera with strobo-

scopic lighting was used at a frequency of 200 f.p.s., and movements of cilia 

analyzed by this technique (see also p. 130). 
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With such modern powerful sources of illumination as are described below 

(see p. 69 ) , it should prove possible to extend the applications of this tech-

nique to numerous other fields. As stated above it is highly desirable to reduce 

the length of the optical train between the preparation and the light-sensitive 

emulsion to its absolute minimum as was done by Bresslau and by Harvey and 

Loomis. 

Microscopes For Cinemicrography 

It is not intended here to consider the general principles of microscopy 

or the special needs of photomicrography. Many excellent books (1224) have 

been written on these subjects in different languages and at various periods. All 

workers experienced in cinemicrography stress the necessity of being completely 

conversant with the technique of photomicrography before attempting to extend 

it to motion picture film, as the requirements of these two techniques are similar 

in many respects. Dragesco (361, 363) mentioned a number of desiderata for 

microscopes and their use in cinemicrography. A few practical points were 

also hinted at by Heard (591) in his general survey of the subject. Most 

detailed information on the essential requirements of a microscope suitable for 

this type of work was given by Kuhl (759) . 

G E N E R A L C O N S I D E R A T I O N S 

In photomicrography the optical axis of the microscope is often horizontal, 

while in cinemicrography the camera is usually vertically above the microscope. 

It is advisable for both techniques to use a microscope in which the stand can 

be turned from the vertical into the horizontal if necessary. For certain cine 

cameras it may even be essential to tilt the microscope backwards in order to 

open the camera for changing the film magazines. (Askania Ζ and Debrie 

Parvo). An objective carrier for 4 objectives is sometimes advisable, as it may 

be necessary in one film to change rapidly from a very low magnification through 

the intermediate stages to a very high, or even possibly to oil immersion. Only 

the best apochromatic objectives with compensating oculars should be used. 

Photographic eyepieces will prove as useful in cine work as they do in photog-

raphy, because they correct the curvature of field produced by the objective and, 

by an adjustment of the extension of the eye lens mount, the image size can be 

made to fill the frame of the film without disturbing the tube setting. 

The stage is of far greater importance in cinemicrography than in photo-

micrography. It will frequently be necessary to follow a moving specimen, and 

then the smooth working of the mechanical stage in both the rectilineal and 

circular direction will be vital. The smooth following of the moving object 

under the microscope requires considerable practice to avoid discrete steps of 
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movement which are very noticable on projection. A particularly useful inno-
vation by Métain, described by Dragesco (363) , will greatly facilitate the even 
movements of the microscope slide in all directions under low magnification. 
Two glass plates with suitable holes in their centers could be moved easily by 
hand in any direction if they were separated only by a thin layer of oil or glycerin. 
The substage condenser movement sometimes needs to be returned to the same 
position as in a previous experiment, and it is of considerable help here to 
attach a scale, graduated in millimeters, to the pillar of the microscope, and to 
engrave a small arrow on the substage movement itself. (This assumes pre-
cise knowledge of the thickness of the slide). Similarly, the iris diaphragm 
should be provided with a scale so that the exact degree of opening can be read 
off and noted for subsequent work. 

When choosing the most suitable objectives for any particular observation it 
is well to bear in mind the considerable magnification which the film will 
undergo on projection. No general rule can be given to take account of all the 
variable factors which play a vital part in optical magnification and final pro-
jection of the film. The degree of resolution and the numerical aperture, as well 
as the focal length of the objective, the power of the eye-piece, the wave length 
of the illumination, the graininess of the film, the degree of projector magnifi-
cation, all have a bearing on magnification. It can only be stated here that the 
correct choice of the optical components must be left to the experience of the 
microscopist. Conditions will often dictate a compromise between conflicting 
factors. There is no need to stress here the necessity of the most precise optical 
alignment of all the components of the microscope before the beginning of any 
cine work. The most careful exclusion of dust particles from any glass sur-
faces, the recording of all data that will allow an exact repetition of the experi-
mental conditions, the most meticulous focusing before taking any exposures, 
all these and many other precautions should be automatic to any microscopist 
who carries out cinemicrography. 

S T E R E O S C O P I C C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y 

There appear to be only two recorded examples, Gräper's (548) and Michel's 
(944) , of this very difficult refinement of ordinary cinemicrography. Gräper, 
as the first, solved it by the use of two complete optical systems. Two objec-
tives, at an angle of 30° to one another, projected two pictures through inver-
sion prisms onto the two halves of the film. The light paths were carefully 
separated from one another by diaphragms. The practical difficulties which 
had to be solved in this special work were very great indeed, and the design and 
construction of the special beamsplitter alone involved Gräper in considerable 
optical researches (see Fig. 17) . Michel criticized Gräper's solution from a 
number of points of view, and then proceeded to solve the same problem in 
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I N S T A L L A T I O N : 1 9 2 9 

A Microscopic preparation. 

Β Plane of motion picture film in camera. 

C Image-reversing prisms, at an angle of 3 0 ° to one another. 

D Adjusting screws for prisms. 

Ε Surface-silvered mirror, which could be inserted for focusing. 

F Prismatic collecting lens. 

G Prism for observation eyepiece. 

Η Eyepiece ocular. 

Ο Zeiss-Drühner microscope objectives. 

Reproduced from L. Gräper (548) courtesy of G. Fischer-Verlag, Jena, Germany. 
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perhaps a more elegant way. He subdivided into two halves only the exit pupil 

of the ocular of the standard microscope, and by extreme attention to alignment 

and optical adjustment in the whole system of the ocular succeeded in his aim. 

His solution had the value that it could be achieved by the addition of one spe-

cial ocular to a microscope of the Ultraphot type. No research work was carried 

out with this ocular. 

C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y W I T H T H E E L E C T R O N M I C R O S C O P E 

In 1937, the first research report was published mentioning the use of a cine 

camera in conjunction with the electron microscope. Burgers and Ploos van 

Amstel (226) of the Philips Company in Eindhoven combined the two instru-

ments in an investigation of metal surfaces; a screen of calcium tungstate was 

employed and an exposure of 2 sec. per frame was required. Apparently no 

similar work was done during the next decade, because when Preuss and Wat-

son (1101) reported on their use in 1950, they claimed to be the first and 

rightly stressed the difficulties of finding suitable preparations which could 

be used in the electron microscope and yet showed sufficient motion to warrant 

the use of a cine camera for recording purposes. They studied sodium chloride 

crystals at a magnification of 26,000 X and filmed them with a Cine Kodak 

Special camera at frequencies of 8 to 32 f.p.s. at the Ford Institute of Medical 

Research in Detroit. 

Although to date no method has been reported that would allow the obser-

vation of any living biological material under the electron microscope, it is 

always possible that a solution to the inherent difficulties may be found. All the 

present techniques of optical cinemicrography, especially time-lapse, would then 

find an equally great scope in electronic cinemicrography. 

O T H E R S P E C I A L M I C R O S C O P E T E C H N I Q U E S 

A strange technique was reported by Pillsbury (1075) in 1928. He em-
ployed two microscopes in tandem for the filming of pollen grain and focused 
the secondary microscope onto the virtual image in the tube of the first. Although 
he claimed greater depth of focus for this method, his claim was strongly con-
tested at the time. There is little that needs to be said here about phase contrast 
microscopy, except its greater demand for light, but with a mercury vapor lamp 
it has now become an easy matter to employ it for cine work. In his study of 
the various stages of cell division, Hughes (636) was anxious to record both 
the movements of the chromosomes and the changes within the spindle, and 
therefore had to make use of phase contrast for one and polarized light for the 
other; each increment of movement had to be recorded by both methods, and 
therefore an electromagnet, shifting a sector plate below the iris diaphragm of 
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the condenser, was controlled by the timing gear of the camera. For the pro-
jection of the finished film, a special projector was needed, which threw onto 
the screen two consecutive pictures simultaneously. He called this particular 
method "biframe recording" (642) . 

The whole science of microscopy made some outstanding advances in the 
last few years. For example, the new interferometer microscope described by 
Dyson (377) in 1950 was considered by him suitable for time-lapse cinemi-
crography. Ultraviolet light cinemicrography has been used by Davies and 
Walker (340) (see p. 105). Buerger's (220) two wave-length microscope, 
described in 1950, was claimed to give an impression of the atoms in a mole-
cule. Vishniac (1397) has worked with colored polarized light and has pub-
lished some remarkable color photographs; he hoped to use his technique for 
color cinemicrography. A good review of the whole field of phase contrast and 
interferometry microscopy has recently been published by Francon (449) . 
There can be no doubt then that these and many other new improvements will 
soon be used for cinemicrography and will further enhance the usefulness of 
this technique. 

M I C R O S C O P E A C C E S S O R I E S FOR C I N E M I C R O G R A P H Y 

One of the most important and most frequently required adjuncts is a ther-
mostatically controlled incubator for the whole microscope. The provision of 
this is essential for any time-lapse studies of living material, which would pre-
sent great difficulties if the environment were not kept at a constant temperature. 
Such a receptacle is easily constructed from light wood or transparent plastic as 
was done by Weston (1447) , by Frederic (454) , and by Sano, Gault, and 
Henny (1185) . The necessary controls for the coarse and fine adjustments are 
brought outside the incubator by means of flexible rods and a close-fitting sleeve 
forms the joint around the upper part of the microscope. Canti (238) con-
structed his incubator of lead 50 mm (about 2 inches) thick to protect himself 
from the radiation of the radioactive substances used in his experiments. 

Kuhl (759) solved the temperature control of his preparations by the use 

of a small additional stage through which a liquid either below or above the 

ambient temperature could be circulated. An excellent suggestion was reported 

by Heard (591) , when micromanipulation was to be combined with thermo-

static conditions. An incubator was no longer easy to achieve, as its dimensions 

would become extremely large. He suggested that a small fan and an air heat-

ing element be combined with a thermostatic regulator placed near the stage, 

and that a gentle breeze of air at the correct temperature was to be played onto 

the preparation. This is only possible when there is no risk of excessive evapora-

tion disturbing the preparation. Earle (378) carried this suggestion into fact, 
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using thermostats for control, and thermographs for recording the temperature 

in the incubators of his triple installation. 

The mounting of the preparations demands special care and precautions for 

the lengthy periods during which they may have to be filmed in time-lapse. The 

medium should be protected against evaporation and yet should not be placed 

in such a position that there is no access for oxygen to the living tissues. If time-

lapse studies are to be made on infusoria, they must be in a confining space so 

that they can no longer move about freely, yet their metabolism must continue. 

It may be necessary to construct microaquariums suitable for the specific condi-

tions of each experiment. The hanging-drop method is not always suitable for 

time-lapse, as the vibrations in the drop may be sufficient to spoil the sharpness 

of the image on the film. Micromanipulators may have to be employed for work 

in which cellular surgery is necessary. The most thoroughly worked out system 

of micromanipulation has been developed by de Fonbrune (422) , a colleague 

of Comandon's. A full description of his microforge, used for the glass-blowing 

of his minute instruments, and the mode of their operation were given in his 

book. They are both now commercially available in the United States from 

Aloe ( 1 0 ) . Other systems are of course equally useful, and a recent English 

micromanipulator made by Singer (99) has been widely used. The combined 

mechanical stage and focusing control developed by Stevenson (1293) in 1951, 

resembling the "joystick" of an aircraft control, might find some useful applica-

tion in cinemicrography. 

The Observation Eyepiece or Beam-Splitter 
If the image produced by the ocular is projected directly onto the film of 

the cine camera it becomes impossible for the observer to watch the events 

occurring under the microscope. A binocular microscope might be used, as it 

was done by Welch (1438) in 1939, but because of the great waste of light 

(only 50% reaches the film), this method can only be considered in an emer-

gency. Bruner and Cushman (210) used a similar technique. Quite a number 

of cine cameras provide means of focusing the object sharply under the micro-

scope, while the movement is stationary. The Cine Kodak Special is the only 

16 mm to do so, but for 35 mm the Askania Z, the Debrie Parvo, and others 

allow for such focusing. The new reflex shutter viewfinders of the Arriflex and 

Caméflex and the beam-splitter of the Pathé Webo cameras also allow this to 

be done, but here again there are certain limitations during the slower running 

speeds of the camera. It has therefore been the general practice to construct an 

optical accessory that can be placed between the eyepiece of the microscope and 

the cine camera and that will deflect a small proportion of the light emerging 

from the microscope into the eye of the observer, while allowing the greater 

part to reach the film in the camera. This accessory is synonymously referred to 

as a beam-splitter or an observation eyepiece. 
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G E N E R A L T Y P E S O F B E A M - S P L I T T E R S 

Different constructions of this observational aid have been described by 

various workers and reviewed by Dragesco ( 363 ) and others. One might well 

distinguish 6 major types (see Fig. 18) : 

1. Direct observation of the picture on the film by means of a small prism 

and magnifying glass; it suffers from the defect that the shutter cuts out most 

of the light and observation is only possible during the brief periods of exposure. 

When the antihalation backings of the film became more opaque this method 

became impossible. 

2. Another possibility is to view the image by reflection from the front of 

the film, again by means of a small prism and a separate ocular. The film, here 

acting as a projection screen, is only a poor reflector, and again the shutter inter-

feres. The advantage in these two methods is that no light is lost between 

microscope and film. 

3. A more commonly employed method consists of placing a partial reflec-

tor at an angle of 45 ° to the optical axis between the microscope and the camera. 

This mirrors a small percentage of light into another eyepiece and allows the 

major portion to pass onto the film. This partial reflector can be made from a 

microscope cover slide, a thin film of celluloid called a pellicle—the preparation 

of which is described below—or a very slightly surface-metallized mirror. 

4. Instead of using a front surface for the reflection of light, a double prism, 

similar to the Lummer-Brodhun photometer head, can be installed. A small, 

inevitable loss of light occurs, about 10 to 20%, which is the amount reflected 

into the eyepiece. These last two methods, 3 and 4, are the most commonly 

employed nowadays. 
5. If the camera is placed in a horizontal position and the microscope in 

a vertical one, then again the double prism can be used. 

5A. Patten and Kramer (1044) used a side-view tube built into their 
microscope barrel. This was possible, of course, only for low-power work 
without the use of an eyepiece. 

6. Dragesco (362) described a good modification of the partial reflector 
which he used himself with considerable success. The camera was in the hori-
zontal plane over a vertical microscope, and this neat arrangement allowed for 
maximum utilization of space in his traveling outfit. 

The making of a pellicle has been described, for example by Pettit (1061) . 
A saturated solution of cellulose nitrate in amyl acetate, or in a mixture of butyl 
and ethyl acetate, is prepared and allowed to clear by standing. A few drops of 
this are poured onto a flat piece of glass, as free from scratches as possible. 
After the film is thoroughly dry, it can be removed by flotation in a vessel deep 
enough to take the ring or support on which it is to be fixed. Alternatively it 
can be made to float off the supporting glass by placing a few drops of distilled 
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F I G U R E 1 8 . V A R I O U S T Y P E S O F B E A M - S P L I T T E R S 

1 Direct viewing on the back of the film. 

2 Viewing by reflection from the front of the film. 

3 A thick glass can be used to reflect from its front into the observation eyepiece 

and from its back deflecting the secondary rays. A thin pellicle, which gives no 

secondary reflection, may similarly be employed. 

4 Lummer-Brodhun prism cube employed for reflecting a portion of the beam by 

means of a lightly metallized interface. 

5 Similar prism, but having a strongly metallized interface. 

5A Patten and Kramer's ( 1 0 4 4 ) method of observation. 

6 Dragesco's ( 3 6 2 ) method of using a total reflector for observation of the light 

rays that have passed the first semitransparent mirror. 

After J . Dragesco ( 3 6 3 ) . 

water below it, and a ring can then be directly inverted onto it. In order to 
make the pellicle adhere to its support, it will be necessary to use either shellac 
or acetate glue, normally sold for household purposes. The pellicle is stretched 
tight by hand, and after thorough drying, the excess material is removed from the 
sides by means of a razor blade. It will be so thin that no double images caused 
by reflection from its surfaces can be detected. 

O T H E R T Y P E S O F B E A M - S P L I T T E R S 

It may prove very useful to mount the reflecting prism or pellicle on a 
small gimbal so that it can be removed entirely from the light path. If this is 
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done, maximum light will be available for filming—often of vital importance. 

Visual inspection of the preparation during a time-lapse run can still be easily 

carried out by swinging the prism back into the center and removing it again 

before the next frame is exposed. This arrangement is prefectly standard for 

photomicrographic work, but has so far seldom been used for cinemicrography 

(see Fig. 19) . The construction of any of the above mentioned accessories is 

F I G U R E 19. B E A M - S P L I T T E R U S E D I N M I C H A E L I S ' E Q U I P M E N T : 1950 

This beam-splitter belongs in principle to Type 4 of Fig. 18; however, the prism was 

mounted in a gimbal, which allowed its removal from the optical path for complete utili-

zation of all the light coming from the microscope. It was constructed by Cooke, Trough-

ton and Simms, York, England. 
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not beyond the normal laboratory facilities of any research institution. 
An early, commercially available beam-splitter was constructed and mar-

keted by Zeiss in 1927. Similar to the one used by Tuttle (1367, 1369) and 
later manufactured by Bausch and Lomb in America, this one was firmly attached 
to the vertical microscope, and reflected light through a 99% metallized Lum-
mer prism into the horizontal cine camera. The Zeiss beam-splitter was called 
the Mikrophot and was described by Rikli (1149) in 1927. 

Whatever type of beam-splitter is used, it is of course essential to check 
carefully that the picture observed in the eyepiece is identical with the one on 
the film. Only painstaking comparisons with a stage micrometer slide will 
ensure the reliability of the comparison. Here the great advantage of such 
cameras as the Caméflex, Debrie, and Askania become obvious, as the picture 
formed on the film can be so easily inspected and compared with the one formed 
in the observation eyepiece. In other types of cameras considerable trouble is 
involved in achieving such visual inspection. For example, Richards (1143) 
had to use a nasal pharyngoscope to inspect the field and the focus on the film. 

It is normal for the beam-splitter to be fixed to the cine camera itself. The 
camera lens is not used and is therefore replaced by the beam-splitter, whose 
housing is attached to the normal mount for the lens. There must be no me-
chanical connection between the observation eyepiece and the microscope, to 
avoid transmission of vibration; allowance must be made, however, for the 
movement of the microscope eyepiece for coarse and fine adjustment. A light-
lock or leather bellows is therefore normally fitted. Another requisite is the 
ability to focus the observation ocular itself, so that the image formed in it is 
in sharp focus for the particular eyesight of the observer. The ocular should 
then be focused onto a pellicle on which the outline of the film frame is demar-
cated to allow for accurate framing of the picture. 

P H O T O E L E C T R I C E X P O S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S W I T H T H E B E A M - S P L I T T E R 

The determination of the correct exposure is fundamentally the same prob-
lem, whether motion picture film or a photographic plate is to be used for 
recording. A number of papers that have been published on different methods 
of exposure determination for photomicrography (1416) may well be con-
sulted, therefore, for cinemicrography. Some fundamental theoretical consid-
erations for the use of the photoelectric cell for exposure measurements in 
photomicrography were given by Wieland (1454) in 1936. Similar work was 
done by Loveland (841) for Kodachrome in photomicrography, and both these 
papers are of considerable interest for cinemicrography. Graff (544) carried 
the work of Wieland further, and instead of using a standard photoelectric meter 
he developed a special instrument, consisting of a very small cell and an extinc-
tion scale. However, most workers have preferred to calibrate their photocell 
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by making the usual test strips with exposure times in geometrical progression 
(see p. 78 ) . 

Using a photoelectric cell for exposure control then needs careful initial cali-
bration tests to achieve the correct correspondence between the readings of the 
microammeter and the correctly exposed film. It is necessary to use a very 
small cell for this purpose to ensure that the whole of its surface is evenly cov-
ered with light, and therefore it is most convenient to enclose the cell in a small 
brass tube, which can be temporarily inserted into the ocular tube of the beam-
splitter. A simple arrangement like this was reported by Tuttle (1369) . Lucey 
(849) described the use of the S.E.I, photometer (1214) , in which a standard 
luminance is balanced against the unknown, for cinemicrography exposure 
determinations. The illumination of the focusing screen was determined, allow-
ing for a transmission or reduction factor of the screen itself; the narrow 
acceptance angle of the instrument, only V2

0
, made it possible to use this expo-

sure meter with ease and allowed the calculation of the intensity of illumination 
in absolute units. A rather complicated electronic circuit for exposure meas-
urements has been described by Alder ( 7 ) . If the cinemicrography installation 
is to be employed for routine work, it may well be best to install a photoelectric 
cell permanently in the beam-splitter. Dragesco (362) achieved this by the 
introduction of an extra mirror into the optical path (see p. 4 0 ) , and a very 
similar arrangement was described by Michel (943) for the new Zeiss 
equipment. 

T H E R E C O R D I N G O F T I T L E S D U R I N G F I L M I N G 

Frequently it is of very great help to mark the film in a suitable way so that 
after exposure and development any particular sequence can easily be identified. 
The marking of the time factor on the actual frame itself is of great value when 
rapid movements are studied at normal frequency of filming and accurate meas-
urements are desired afterwards. For these reasons it is extremely convenient to 
have readily at hand, in a permanent installation, the means for titling the film 
during the course of the experiment. 

The simplest way of achieving this is to prepare a number of microphoto-
graphie slides of numbers and suitable words in two or three different reduc-
tions, mounted between ordinary coverglasses. Only one standard cine camera, 
the Debrie G. V., has a built-in optical train that will allow the recording of 
additional events in the corner of the film, apart from the main field viewed 
through the taking lens. Comandon (293) utilized this feature by including 
the time element as a standard procedure in all his research films. Suitable modi-
fications can be made in all cameras, of course, to achieve these requirements. 

A very simple and ingenious titling device for cinemicrography was designed 
by Smith (1248) in 1951. A small box was constructed which contained the 
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title card, two built-in 6-volt lamps and a 16-mm Micro Tessar lens; the whole 

box was fixed into the spare socket of the lens turret. Apart from a disconnec-

tion of the beam-splitter from the microscope, to bring the box in front of the 

film gate, no other manipulation was required to obtain a full frame title of the 

card, 3 X 4 cm. In all other cases another subsidiary beam-splitter will have to 

be interposed between the film camera and the observation eyepiece. 

The most complete installation of this type has been developed by Kuhl 

(759) . Earlier useful aids for cinemicrography were mentioned by him (755) 

in 1932 and 1934. His special titling device consisted of a rectangular alumi-

num box, to which a photographic objective of 15-cm focal length was attached. 

About 1 meter (3 feet) distant from the box was a vertical board to which 

could be fixed any desired titles, numbers, or messages, or a stopwatch, 

to be recorded on the film. It should be possible to combine Kuril's titling 

device with the ordinary beam-splitter and the photoelectric cell in order to 

have all these auxiliaries in one mounting. Such a system has, in fact, been 

realized by Earle (378) and in the new Zeiss cinemicrographic camera, and 

for that reason alone the commercial equipment should constitute an apparatus 

of extreme versatility and ease of working. A further additional refinement of 

the Zeiss equipment was the availability of a fitting on the beam-splitter to 

which a 35-mm photographic camera could be attached. 

Illumination for Cinemicrography 

The correct choice of the illuminant is one of the most important factors 

in cinemicrography. Dragesco (366) pointed out that there might be as many 

as 36 glass-air interfaces in a microscope, at all of which subsidiary images will 

be formed that invariably lead to loss of light; for 36 air-glass interfaces such 

loss of light would be nearly 8 5 % . This serious waste is not so important for 

visual work or for photomicrography, where a time exposure can be made. For 

cinemicrography, however, where the normal exposure is of the order of 1/30 

to 1/50 second, minimal light loss is essential. The loss in the microscope itself 

can be considerably reduced by "blooming" of all microscope lenses, and it 

would indeed be a most useful improvement of this component of cinemicro-

graphy. The classic solution has been the use of arc lamps, and even sunlight 

has been resorted to by Marey (903) and again by Pijper (1072) from 1940 

onward. Both used a coelostat, and Pijper has found it most useful in South 

Africa for the intense light requirements of his dark-ground work. 

It is customary to use the method which gives the highest efficiency of 

illumination, and Köhler's arrangement of lamp, iris, and condenser has invari-

ably been employed by all workers in this field. The details of it are too well 

known to any microscopist to need a description here. The use of color filters 

for cinemicrography is in no way different from the general considerations for 
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photomicrography and will obviously depend on the material to be recorded. 

All lamps used in cinemicrography should be connected to a source of direct 

current; otherwise, undesirable changes in the illumination may be noticeable 

on projection. The often-lengthy runs occurring in time-lapse cinemicrography 

may need either a lamp which can stand many thousand consecutive extinctions 

and re-illuminations, or, alternatively, one which has a long period of life and 

can be left unattended for 12 hours without fear of breakdown. Of the many 

possible types of electric lamps, only a few have found consistent employment 

in cinemicrography, but no doubt such new developments as the zirconium 

small spot arc lamp and the xenon gas arc (16) will be tried in the future. 

Among the tungsten lamps there is first of all the low-voltage lamp, 6 ν — 

5 amp, used by many. It can easily be overloaded by 20 to 30%. The standard 

projection lamp for 16-mm projectors can be used, particularly when an iris 

diaphragm and forced air circulation are added. Its life is short, however, and 

it will therefore prove expensive. More useful are the lamps in which the 

tungsten is in the shape not of a coiled filament, but of a ribbon or a sphere. 

The ribbon filament lamp, particularly when the ribbon is in the vertical 

position and the light requirements are not of the highest order, has been used 

for many films. When the tungsten is in the shape of a sphere, the lamp is 

often known as a "Pointolite" and has several advantages for cinemicrography. 

Its light output is high, but little heat is generated as the spectrum is relatively 

rich in the blue. It suffers from the same disadvantages as the mercury vapor 

lamp: a considerable time has to elapse after extinction before it can be relit. 

The mercury vapor lamp is at present the most commonly used source of 

illumination for cinemicrography. Its main spectral lines are in the blue and 

green region, and when used with a green filter it easily produces a narrow 

wave band which is particularly important for phase contrast cinemicrography. 

It should be used with direct current, and its intensity may be varied by means 

of a Variac. For a very full review of these lamps, the reference work by Bourne 

(180) should be consulted. 

Arc lamps have been the standard source of supplying illumination for 

cinemicrography in the past; they are still the best when intense light is 

required for short periods of time, and heavy currents up to 100 amp. have 

been used occasionally. Although they give very high actinic light for con-

siderable periods of time, time-lapse work cannot conveniently be carried out 

with them, because the frequent change of carbons during extended periods 

of filming would be a very laborious procedure. Automatic starting of the 

arc-lamps would overcome this difficulty, and Leitz (759) did once make an 

arc lamp which could be struck electromagnetically. For illumination in the 

ultraviolet region of the spectrum, Comandon (293) used an arc with cadmium 
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electrodes, all optical components of his lamp and microscope being constructed 
of quartz. 

An important new development in this field of illumination for cinemicro-
graphy is the work of LaPorte (776) , of the Electronic Research Laboratories 
of the Faculty of Science in Paris. He constructed gas discharge flash tubes, 
of 500 to 1,000 watts, which could be flashed at frequent intervals, e.g. 16 times 
per second. In conjunction with Roerich-Goussu and Déjean, he published 
in 1951 a full description of the application of these tubes to cinematography, 
and of the techniques employed. The exposure time was of the order of 
1/10,000 second, and the energy dissipated 8 joules. For cinemicrographic 
work the tube illuminated the preparation without any condenser, and, using an 
oil-immersion objective, the image was projected directly onto the film without 
any ocular. With this type of illumination it will be possible in time-lapse 
cinemicrography to control the light by entirely electrical means; these lamps 
are now commercially available from Verrerie Scientifique (1389) . 

As it is essential to submit the living preparation to the minimum of light 
and heat, certain measures will have to be taken during time-lapse work to 
discontinue the flow of light when the film is not being exposed. Although in 
theory a lamp might be switched on immediately prior to exposure of each 
frame, this is impracticable for the mercury vapor lamp and the Pointolite, 
owing to the lengthy delay required for cooling and restriking. Lamps of the 
tungsten type would not stand up for long to the several thousand switchings 
on and off which would be required for each time-lapse run. Most workers 
prefer therefore to have the light source continuously in use and to interrupt 
the beam by means of a rotating sector or a subsidiary shutter actuated mechanic-
ally or electromagnetically. Such a device must be coupled to the time-lapse 
mechanism for the cine camera, so that the illumination and the exposure 
coincide. Kuhl (759) constructed a rotating sector which was placed between 
his light source and the microscope and this sector was made to run in complete 
synchronism with the shutter of the camera itself. Comandon (293) also used 
a system or rotating sectors to safeguard his preparation from the influence of 
excessive light. The most obvious disadvantage of this type of light guard is 
ihe impossibility of supervising the preparation through the beam-splitter be-
tween exposures. With a rotating shutter the only opportunity for visual inspec-
tion is given during the time of the exposure itself, and that may often be 
very short. 

With an electromagnetic shutter placed in front of the light source, there 

is a possibility of adding an override switch, which can be actuated manually 

and used as often as required, for refocussing or for readjustment of the ma-

terial to the center of the field of view. Such occasional supervision is most 

essential in all long time-lapse experiments. Where the beam-splitter is of the 
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type that allows for the temporary removal of the prism, it becomes possible 

to do so during the whole duration of the experiment, and to interpose it only 

for the initial setting-up and for the periodic inspections during the run. This 

is a great advantage as no light is lost between the camera and the microscope. 

This modification was incorporated in the beam-splitter constructed for Michaelis 

by Cooke, Troughton, and Simms (see Fig. 19) . 

Time-Lapse Mechanisms 

The first use of time-lapse cinematography was attributed to Marey by 

Chevreton (263) , and she quoted a number of other pioneers who had found 

this technique helpful—for example, Pfeffer (1062) , who in 1900 recorded 

for 28 days the geotropic movements of plants. The great difficulty for these 

pioneers was the source of illumination, and Riess (1148) , who was filming 

the fertilization of the sea-urchin's egg in 1909 at the Marine Biological Station 

of Banyules, France, was forced to set his Lumière camera, driven by clockwork, 

to 10 frames per hour. On projection he noticed the considerable speeding up 

of the event. 

The required functions of the time-lapse mechanism itself are rather severe 

and of an unusual nature. The direct drive shaft of the cine camera must be 

turned through exactly 360°, no more and no less, in order to advance the film 

by precisely one frame at a time. Smaller or larger angles of rotation would 

soon produce a cumulative error, which would be most noticable on projection. 

This rotation of the direct shaft may have to occur at variable speeds to allow 

for different periods of exposure. The frequency should be adjustable between 

about 4 f.p.s. and 1 frame per hour, these being the practicable limits for cine-

micrography. Few such instruments exist commercially, and most research 

workers who wanted to use them for their work had to invent, design, and 

construct them for themselves. In addition to the actual film movement a 

number of subsidary functions will have to be performed, the most important 

being the regulation of the lamp shutter. It should also possess an override 

switch, so that in between exposures the field of view may be illuminated for 

visual observation through the beam-splitter. It will be found most useful to 

have either an electrical or a mechanical counter incorporated in the time-lapse 

mechanism so that the number of frames exposed can be seen at any given time. 

This will prove a most helpful basis for any subsequent correlation between 

visual observations during the experiment and the frame-analysis of the 

finished film. 

While theoretically it is possible to carry out all these functions by hand 

and while at least one worker, Kuhl (754) , has reported his experiences in this 

way, the obvious limitations of this procedure were soon discovered. Another 

factor of unreliability may here be touched on, whatever application of time-
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lapse cinematography is considered. It is usual in all timing devices to employ 
as the prime source of rotating power an electrically driven motor, and in 
countries where the electricity supply is not up to the demand, serious varia-
tions in frequency may occur. Clockwork timers will then be found invaluable. 

C O N T I N U O U S D R I V E S 

Various types of mechanical clutches, transmission devices and electrical 
timers have been developed to fulfill some, if not always all, of the specifi-
cations outlined above. The simplest device consists in gearing down to 
a considerable extent the direct drive shaft of the cine camera. The result is 
that, with a 180° shutter, commonly used in most cine cameras, one half of the 
time is used for the exposure and the other half for the movement of the film. 
The advantage of a continuous drive is that a low power of illumination can 
be used. The disadvantages are obviously that different exposures result with 
different speeds of rotation and that during the lengthy time of exposure a 
certain amount of movement may take place. Whatever type of time-lapse 
drive mechanism is employed, it must be completely separated from the cine-
micrographic installation to avoid any transmission of vibrations. In practice, 
the best method is to support the mechanism itself by means of antivibration 
mountings, and to transmit the drive to the camera itself through a shaft with 
universal joints. 

Such a continuous drive was used by Loveland (839) ; the mechanism had 
a webbing belt that ran over two pulleys and idlers. Richards (1143) used gears 
of various dimensions to achieve the same end and employed a small synchronous 
motor from an electric clock as driving power. Patten and Kramer (1044) used 
a continuous drive for speeds up to 1 minute, and a ratchet mechanism above 
that. In the original work with the Cine Kodak Special by Tuttle and Bayne-
Jones (1367) , a continuous drive was also used for time-lapse cinemicrography. 
Later on, Kodak developed a special time-lapse gear for this camera. A rather 
more elaborate continuous time-lapse drive was constructed by Askania for 
Höfer 's (617) equipment in 1932. A gear box containing 8 different gear 
ratios, provided a change of frequency from 16 f.p.s. to 2 frames per minute. 
An equally comprehensive drive was developed by Earle and Crisp (378) in 
1943 using for this purpose the gear units from the lathe on which their 
cameras were mounted. A noteworthy refinement of their camera drive mecha-
nism consisted in an automatic following movement for the cameras, to keep 
the preparation centered in the field of view. 

Even with uniform rotation of the motor drive shaft it is possible to obtain 

variable speeds of the camera shaft, if for example, these two shafts are located 

eccentrically to one another. A small spindle on a cam of the motor drive shaft 
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can engage in a fork of the driven shaft, and, as the axes of these two shafts 
are not in line, the speed of the rotation is not the same for both. Such a device 
was used by Greene (554) and by Evans (395) at the Office of Motion Pictures, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture. A construction similar to this one was em-
ployed by Kutzleb (770) . 

I N T E R M I T T E N T D R I V E S , P A R T I C U L A R L Y C L O C K W O R K 

The mechanisms of these timing devices can be operated by a number of 
driving forces: water, clockwork, synchronous motors, and electronic circuits. 
The use of water is of only historical interest (22) but should perhaps be 
borne in mind as a possibility when designing equipment for field work. A 
small water wheel has been used to give time signals, or small buckets have 
been arranged so that they would tip and thereby give a contact. Athanasiu (83 ) 
described such equipment at the Institut Marey in 1905, and Naumann (999) 
has also mentioned such an apparatus. 

Clockwork motors, or large watch mechanisms, have on occasion been 
employed to generate a signal that triggered a camera drive motor. They are 
cheap, highly reliable, and run for 24 hours. The output should give rise to an 
electric signal for preference, and therefore the second or minute hands of the 
clockwork, or their respective shafts, will have to be modified as contact breakers. 
A very complete clockwork mechanism was constructed by Askania and de-
scribed by Beck (125) . A three-day clock was equipped with a number of 
gear reductions so that impulses could be obtained at 15, 20, 30, and 40 seconds 
and minutes, respectively, and at 1, 2, 5, and 10 minutes and hours. This clock-
work impulse generator was connected to a relay box that allowed for a number 
of separate actions to be initiated. Kuhl (759) employed this standard Askania 
time-lapse mechanism for some time for cinemicrography, but found that it 
could not be used for exposure times in excess of 2 seconds per frame. Another 
use of a clockwork mechanism was reported by Harris (581) in 1938. The 
minute shaft of the clock carried a four-sided cam, thereby creating an impulse 
every 15 minutes. This impulse was not used directly but through a system of 
followers; the operation of the lamp and the camera was then controlled by 
mercury switches of the ordinary type. 

M E C H A N I C A L M E T H O D S 

A great variety of existing mechanical gear drives and clutches will trans-
form a continuous motion into an intermittent one, perhaps the best known 
in the field of cinematography being the Geneva cross movement employed in 
35-mm projectors. A simple gearing up would suffice to obtain one complete 
revolution of the camera shaft. Many clutches and devices of this kind find 
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common employment in mechanical engineering, and can be looked up in 
standard texts on this subject. They are most reliable and very sturdy and 
might give rise in practice to fewer breakdowns than the complicated electrical 
and electronic circuits toward which there has been a marked tendency to 
turn in recent years. 

One such simple mechanical device was described by Beck (125) . The 
drive shaft wound a flat spring, the outside of which was attached to the drive 
and the interior of which was fixed to the driven shaft. When one complete 
revolution had been made by the motor drive shaft, the spring was automatically 
released and the energy stored in the spring used to turn the camera shaft 
through one revolution. An interesting and simple time-lapse gear of a similar 
type was developed by Gräper (548) . A continuously running electric motor 
with suitable reduction gears drove eccentric cams, which, through a long lever, 
operated a mechanical clutch, held disengaged by means of a spring. When the 
clutch was engaged by one of the cams, the camera drive shaft was connected 
with one of the shafts of the reduction gears, and the camera was then directly 
driven from the electric motor. After one revolution, the eccentric cam allowed 

F I G U R E 20. I N F I N I T E L Y V A R I A B L E G E A R S U S E D B Y W E S T O N : 1950 

Driven by a common motor, the gear on the right was employed to give the time 

intervals between the exposures in the camera, and the one on the left to operate six con-

tacts for auxiliary equipment. Weston found tilting mercury switches more suitable for 

this purpose than any others. The two hand wheels on the right were used to shift the 

ball cages. 

Courtesy of R . McV. Weston, S . I .M.P .L . , Lambeth, London. 
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the lever to disengage the clutch again, and the connection between camera and 

motor was thus broken. Bowler (182) also described a number of simple 

mechanical devices of this kind that had been employed for this type of work, 

some of them invented by A. Kingston. Bowler recommended an electric motor 

of at least
 X

A hp for all drives of this type, as the heavy armature acted as a 

flywheel and ensured a smooth and steady pull of the film through the gate of 

the camera. 

A most ingenious use of the infinitely variable gear drive, originally invented 

by Thomson in 1876, was made by Weston (1446) in his setup for time-

lapse cinemicrography in 1950. A synchronous motor drove a disk at a uniform 

rate, and a ball mounted in a cage was held in close contact with the disk. The 

rotation of the ball was transmitted to a cylinder that represented the output 

shaft of the device, and, by shifting the cage holding the ball, the direction and 

speed of the cylinder could be varied infinitely. Weston used one of these 

gears to drive a shaft on which six contacts were mounted to control such 

auxiliaries as the starting and stopping of the camera drive motor, a one-turn 

clutch, the light shutters, boost lights, and so forth; a second infinitely variable 

drive, running synchronously with the first, was employed to give the interval 

between exposures in the camera (see Fig. 20 ) . The signal for the camera drive 

motor was fed into an ingenious one-turn clutch, which allowed one complete 

revolution to be taken from a continuously driven shaft. In principle it con-

sisted of two coaxial but independent shafts, whose motion could be locked 

together for one revolution by means of a circular spring wound around the 

shafts (see Fig. 21 ) . It has also been employed by Cliffe (279) and Frederic 

(456) . 

E L E C T R I C A L M E T H O D S 

Two different types must be mentioned: the electric interval timer depend-

ing on synchronous motors, and the purely electronic method which depends 

on standard delay circuits for its functioning. Once the correct circuits have 

been drawn up and the components have been tested and calibrated, they are 

neat and clean and can be operated easily and from a remote position. To 

consider the electromechanical methods first. Most of these rely on the constant 

speed of the shaft of a synchronous motor or an electric clock. Canti (238) 

used an electric clock to give impulses at suitable intervals to an electric motor 

drive shaft with four cams. A mercury relay switch, fitted to the camera shaft, 

turned off the electric power to the motor after exactly one revolution had been 

made (see Fig. 2 2 ) . Rosenberger (1164) also used an electric clock to stop 

and start his camera drive, and so did Proetz (1104) . The motor was geared 

down to one revolution per minute, and on the output shaft a number of cams 

were fitted which actuated the camera drive and switched the lights. Roger 
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F I G U R E 2 1 . O N E - T U R N C L U T C H F O R T I M E - L A P S E C I N E M A T O G R A P H Y : 1952 

The clutch operates on the principle of joining, for one revolution only, two coaxial 

but unconnected shafts, 2 and 5; this serves the purpose of transmitting to the cine camera 

one revolution from a continuously running electric motor. 

1 Cam held stationary by lever, 9; the cam is loosely fitted on driving shaft, 2. 

2 Driving shaft, continuous with cylinder, 3. 

3 Driving cylinder. 

4 Driven cylinder when clutch operates. 

5 Output shaft, connected to cine camera. 

6 Spring, fitting closely around cylinders, 3 and 4, fixed permanently on one side to 

cam, 1, and on the other to cylinder, 4. 

7 Internal shaft, keeping the two cylinders coaxial. 

8 Solenoid operating the clutch at desired intervals. 

9 Lever holding cam stationary while clutch is not in operation. 

When a current impulse actuates the solenoid, 8, the lever, 9, allows cam, 1, free-

dom, and thereby permits the spring, 6, to tighten around the two cylinders, 3 and 4. They 

are thus joined together, and, before one revolution is completed, lever, 9, will have come 

back to its original position. It stops cam, 1, again, loosens the spring, 6, so that shaft, 2, 

and cylinder, 3, rotate freely, while shaft, 5, and cylinder, 4, and hence the camera, are at rest, 

After P. Cliffe ( 2 7 9 ) , modified. 

(1158) built a model that was fairly complex, but it was apparently very satis-
factory, since it was not altered for 14 years. Two synchronous motors drove 
the minute and the hour drives separately and gave 1 to 24 intervals per minute 
or per hour. The contact, when given, was transmitted by a commutator switch 
to a third motor, the actual camera drive motor, which could itself run either 
continuously or intermittently at one frame per revolution. The operation of 
the microscope light was also controlled from this unit. 
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F I G U R E 22. C A N T I ' s T I M E - L A P S E A P P A R A T U S : 1928 

This installation was used for many years by Canti at the Strangeways Research Labora-

tory, Cambridge, England, for his work on tissue growth and decay. 

1 Foundation of concrete. 

2 Antivibration "sandwich" of concrete and sponge rubber. 

3 Lead incubator as protection against radioactive materials. 

4 Wil l iamson 35-mm cine camera. 

5 Pointolite lamp. 

6 Electric master clock determining intervals of exposure. 

7 First motor, opening shutter between lamp and microscope, and starting second 

motor by means of relay. 

8 Second motor, driving camera shaft by one revolution. 

Reproduced from R. G. Canti ( 2 3 8 ) , courtesy of G. Fisher-Verlag, Jena, Germany 

Involved and complicated was the time-lapse gear developed by Wyckoff and 
Langsdin (1475) using three electric motors and two cam shafts. In order to 
obtain intervals from 2 to 240 seconds they used a small telechronomotor to 
drive the first cam shaft, which would start the main drive motor at the desired 
cycle. In turn the main motor drove the camera and also a second cam shaft 
through a variable gear box. The second cam shaft controlled the operation 
of the light sector, between the lamp and microscope. The sector was driven 
by a third motor, whose starting and the electrically operated clutch were both 
controlled by the second cam shaft. Shinn (1225) also used a cam shaft driven 
by a synchronous motor to actuate a number of his auxiliary controls, and he 
included a thermostatic time-delay contact. Sumner (1322) used a electro-
magnetic stepping switch, and was thus able to construct an efficient timer for 
his camera. Each swing of a pendulum energized the stepping switch, which 
rotated once per hour. 
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Turning now from electromechanical to electronic methods, one must con-

sider delay circuits that depend on the charge and discharge of condensers. The 

timer of the Cine Kodak Special camera (382, 495) was based on this principle 

the pulse being transmitted directly to the electric release control box and from 

there to the electromagnet on the camera drive shaft. The range of intervals 

for this outfit was very great, as it worked from 4 f.p.s. to one per day. Veber 

(1386) , of Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J., has also described an 

electronic type of time-lapse mechanism. The rate of charging and discharg-

ing of these circuits determined the operating times for the control of the time -

lapse gear. As a further refinement he included in his circuit a photo-electric 

cell, the resistance of which automatically controlled the exposure. Frederic 

(454) has also employed an electronic delay circuit, from which the signal was 

fed into an electromagnetic relay that in sequence started the camera drive 

motor and then released the one-turn clutch. 

No possible claim can be made that all time-lapse drive mechanisms that 

have been invented and used are reviewed here, although it is hoped that all 

major types have been mentioned. The field is wide open for further ingenuity 

and improvement, and it is the author's conviction that so far no perfect mecha-

nism has come to his knowledge. Much might be learned from the single-frame 

camera drive mechanisms which are employed in animation cinematography. 

Their function is precisely the same as the one demanded for time-lapse cinema-

tography: to move the motion picture film by one frame; the only difference 

is that such movements are triggered manually at different time intervals and 

not automatically at a fixed frequency. 

This section also closes the discussion of the component parts of the time-

lapse cinemicrographic installation. The technique of the experiments which 

can be carried out with such equipment and the analysis of the completed film 

still need to be considered. 

The Technique of the Time-Lapse Experiment 

F I L M A N D T H E T E S T STRIP 

The choice of the emulsion type will depend on the microscopic prepara-

tion and the intended use of the finished film. If a very high magnification is 

used and the finished film is only to be considered from a qualitative point of 

view, high sensitivity of the film negative will be the main consideration. If, 

on the other hand, photographs are going to be required for later magnification 

and publication, a less sensitive and more fine-grained emulsion can be chosen. 

The test strip is an almost indispensable preliminary to the taking of any 

film through the microscope. The object of making the strip is similar to that 

of the normal photographic test: a series of exposures are to be obtained with 
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varying light intensities or with varying durations of exposure. Which of these 

two alternatives is to be employed will naturally depend on the experimental 

installation and the material with which the work is being carried out. If the 

exposure time itself is critical because a fairly fast moving preparation is to be 

recorded, then the duration of exposure is held constant and the insertion of 

neutral-density filters in the light path will provide the variation in intensity of 

illumination. On the other hand, if a relatively stationary microorganism is the 

subject of research, the light flux to the film may be varied by altering the degree 

of opening of a variable camera shutter; this affects the duration of exposure 

when other factors are held constant. The developing solution should of course 

be exactly the same as the one being used in the final development of the fin-

ished film, and the formula used by the commercial laboratory should be ascer-

tained. As stated above these test strips should be carefully filed for future 

reference, and it can only be stressed again here that the fullest details of the 

exposure conditions should be noted, preferably on the test strip itself through 

the titling device attached to the beam-splitter. 

T H E D A T A S H E E T 

All, but literally all, data of each experiment should be recorded on a sepa-
rate data sheet kept especially for this purpose. If a great number of experi-
ments are likely to be undertaken it will be well to get some printed blanks 
on which the necessary details can be filled in. It is essential that all facts should 
be put on record, as it is most easy to forget just those measurements which at 
the time of making the film seem to be particularly obvious. When, later, a 
repetition or an extension of the same work is required, valuable time can be 
saved if the exact adjustment of the microscope, the lamp, the time-frequency 
and the camera shutter are known. If the test strips are carefully preserved, then 
the technical data contained on them need not be repeated for the recording 
during the actual run; a code will suffice. 

The following minimum of data must be noted for each test strip: 

M E T H O D O F I L L U M I N A T I O N : Köhler, darkground, transmitted, phase-

contrast, etc. 

L A M P : Type, voltage, amperage. 

C O L L E C T I N G L E N S : Size of iris diaphragm. 

F I L T E R S : Color, with precise identification; filter cell, type of liquid 

used for it; special heat absorbing glasses, etc. 

C O N D E N S E R : Type, Ν . Α., size of iris diaphragm, distance below maxi-

mum elevation, number of lenses in use. 

O B J E C T I V E : Full details. 

E Y E P I E C E : Full details. 
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B E A M - S P L I T T E R : Type, position of prism, eyepiece magnification. 

T I T L I N G D E V I C E : If used or not, and record of titles photographed. 

C A M E R A : Type, shutter opening, speed of running or frequency of time-

lapse, magazine number. 

T I M E - L A P S E M E C H A N I S M : Details of setting of contact timer. 

F I L M : Type and emulsion number. 

D E V E L O P E R : Formula and time, temperature. 

R E S U L T S : Exposure, camera frequency, etc., satisfactory or not. Reasons. 

T I M E , D A T E , P L A C E and N A M E . 

The data sheet for the actual experiment can then be far simpler and need only 

contain the following information: 

R U N N I N G N U M B E R or C O D E of experiment. 

D A T E and T I M E to the nearest minute, F R A M E N U M B E R from counter. 

C O D E for the test strip, thereby giving full details of technique. 

P R E P A R A T I O N : Fullest details of origin and treatment. 

O B S E R V A T I O N S : Ample space should be left in this category. 

The Scientific Evaluation of the Time-Lapse Film 

E D I T I N G A N D P R O J E C T I O N 

The developing and printing of the negative are always best carried out by 

commercial film laboratories specializing in this type of work, as completely 

reliable and repeatable results are thereby obtained. It is worth taking some 

pains in the beginning to explain to them the special needs of cinemicrography 

in order to be sure of the same degree of development and density in all prints. 

The negative, as returned from the laboratory, is carefully gone through by 

means of one of the standard film viewers. All badly exposed film is discarded, 

together with those lengths that are for other reasons useless, and a note of the 

reasons for such disappointments should be entered on the data sheet. Nothing 

further is done at this stage, and the negative is returned to the laboratory so 

that a work print may be made. All scientific data contained in the film are then 

submitted to the most careful analysis. 

Turning now to projection, one must emphasize again (see p. 24) that it 

should be an absolute rule in the research laboratory, as it is in the commercial 

film industry, to refrain from the projection of any negative or original reversal 

film. Such a projection may so easily involve a complete repetition of the run, 

with time and expense wasted. The common practice of projecting the whole 

film repeatedly is wasteful, and does not necessarily lead to the optimum results. 

It is far more profitable to isolate a subsection of the event to be studied, and to 

project it in loop form. Then, after the loop has been seen many times (see 
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again p. 2 4 ) , the event will become familiar to the observer in all its detail 

and valid scientific deductions can be made. The time spent on evaluation can-

not be too great. 

It may be found useful to project onto a far smaller screen than usual so 

that the eyes of the observers can take in the whole field easily and do not get 

tired from moving over a large area. Back-projection onto a translucent sur-

face may be of great help when accurate measurements are to be made, and if 

the projector will allow the inspection of individual pictures without damaging 

the film, this will be an additional advantage. 

A N A L Y S I S B Y F R A M E A N D B Y L O C U S 

The analytical techniques consist first in contact copying, in photographic 

enlargements, or in serial reproduction of individual frames, and then in plot-

ting of the loci of individual points and the careful measurements of their paths. 

Storch (1301) made considerable use of the method of contact copying of his 

35-mm films onto paper. Ten pictures were always copied onto one strip, and 

ten strips were placed side by side on a piece of paper. As his frequency of 

filming was 100 f.p.s., each sheet of paper gave him a record of one second, and 

these sheets allowed him to gain an accurate and yet very rapid survey of the 

events under the microscope. The really important happenings were enlarged, 

and he found that he could obtain every last item of information from them; 

he spoke of them as his "permanent preparations." 

Former (431) , in his fundamental paper on this type of technique, which 

he called the Punktweg Methode, went considerably further than Storch. Using 

suitable projection equipment, a modified but conventional enlarger, each indi-

vidual frame was projected onto a drawing board. A sheet of paper, ten times 

the size of the original picture was completely covered with the projected image; 

a sheet of carbon paper and another sheet of paper were placed below the first. 

With a pencil the positions of suitable points were then registered on the first 

paper, which was changed after each frame. The same carbon copy was used 

throughout to record the loci of individual points on the top sheets. The num-

ber of frames registered on each carbon copy, as well as the number of indi-

vidual points, depended of course on the complexity of detail and speed of 

movement of the preparation studied. As the time scale was accurately known 

from the frequency of exposure, a direct measurement of the speeds of dis-

placement could be made without difficulty. A considerable number of details 

were given in his paper. 

Hughes (636) analyzed his films on cell division by measuring distances 

with an eyepiece graticule from a low-power binocular miscroscope and then 

plotted the movement of the chromosomes against time and also made serial 

drawings (see p. 103 and Fig. 30) . Frederic (454) , who used time-lapse 
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cinemicrography extensively in the analysis of mitochondrial movements, em-

ployed a relatively simple method for frame-analysis. The film was passed 

through a photographic enlarger, fitted for this purpose with a lens of short focal 

length, and every nth frame was drawn on tracing paper onto which the image 

was projected. The individual pieces of tracing paper were carefully num-

bered, and perforated in a standard manner. At the completion of the draw-

ings, Frederic found it convenient to note the displacements in two, three, or 

four consecutive drawings (see Fig. 29 ) . A strictly quantitative analysis was 

possible if the drawings were made on squared paper. Dragesco (364) has also 

recommended the photographic enlargement of single 16-mm frames to analyze 

the finer details of cinemicrographic records. 

F U R T H E R M E T H O D S O F F R A M E - A N A L Y S I S 

It might be possible to extend the Punktweg method considerabley by intro-

ducing film instead of paper as the actual material on which the drawings are 

to be made. McLaren (873) has utilized the possibility of drawing with India 

ink directly onto transparent emulsion-free motion picture film, machine leader, 

for the production of animated pictures of various types. His method was pos-

sible only with 35-mm film, and even then considerable optical magnification 

had to be used. The extension of the Punktweg method would consist of tracing 

frame by frame the loci of the points whose movements are of interest onto the 

transparent film, held in precise relationship with the developed negative or 

positive by means of its perforations. By so doing an abstract of the original 

film could be prepared and all irrelevant details could be neglected; a scientifi-

cally accurate, yet simplified, picture would result. 

Kuhl (759) employed a specially constructed projector which allowed 

the viewing of the film at various magnifications and at various speeds. The 

front of the cabinet containing the 35-mm projector consisted of a screen in a 

frame, adjustable in three dimensions, to allow for accurate alignment of each 

picture. This screen was made of tissue-paper lying flat against a sheet of plate 

glass and, if transparent drawing paper was substituted, a tracing of the pro-

jected image could be made directly on the paper. He suggested a special code 

of broken lines for the temporal sequence of drawings. 

Photographic copies could be made by adapting this frame, and also by 

means of special apparatus designed for this purpose; both might well be dupli-

cated in other research institutions. An ordinary horizontal motion-picture edit-

ing table, containing two rewinds, frame counter, and viewer, was fitted with 

a Leica enlarger, placed with its optical axis in the same horizontal plane as the 

rewinds. 

But to revert to the drawings on which the scientific analysis of the films 

was based. Kuhl's special drawing paper was sufficiently transparent to allow 
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three or four tracings to be viewed simultaneously when it was lit from the 

back. From these tracings he was able to draw the graphs and diagrams which 

correlated movement and time of individual cells as well as of complete cell 

structures. The graphs could be straightforward with ordinates in millimeters 

and abcissae in seconds. The diagrams were normally of a more complicated 

nature (see Fig. 2 3 ) . 

There can be no possible doubt about Kuhl's claim that only with this 

extensive scientific analysis of the finished film will the maximum results be 

F I G U R E 23. A N E X A M P L E O F K U H L ' S M E T H O D O F F R A M E - A N A L Y S I S : 1937 

A number of cells of Triturus alpestris were submitted to a high-frequency current, 

and their behavior was recorded on film. The movements of ten typical cells were traced 

from the film and their changes of direction noted. The illustration shows the diagram-

matic evaluation of the frequency of change before, during, and after the application of the 

high-frequency current. Sixteen changes of direction were plotted, 0 ° to 337 .5° . The 

radial distance from the center is numbered in frames, 50 to 500, each concentric ring 

representing 50 frames or 15 minutes. The stippled area shows the time during which 

the current was applied. Each dot on a radius represents one cell moving in that particu-

lar radial direction; by totaling the number of dots along each radius it can be clearly 

seen that the number of changes of direction of the cells was greatest during the application 

of the current, and that the effect continued after the current had been stopped. 

Reproduced from W. Kuhl ( 7 5 9 ) , courtesy of Springer-Verlag, Germany. 
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obtained in the field of time-lapse cinemicrography. The capital which has 

been expended on the installation, the luck so necessary in most biological work, 

the perseverance of the research worker and his competence—all would largely 

be wasted if the resulting films were not submitted to the fullest scientific analy-

sis, however long and tedious the method may appear. A few hurried projec-

tions of the film will never lead to the postulation of new hypotheses or to the 

discovery of new facts. A plea is made here that all films, even if they have 

been considered fully explored, should again be evaluated and submitted to this 

type of analysis. 


